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Are you ready to dive back into the mesmerizing world of The Wicked + The
Divine? The highly acclaimed comic series created by writer Kieron Gillen and
artist Jamie McKelvie has captured the hearts of readers around the world with its
unique blend of mythology, music, and mystery. In this article, we will explore the
second volume of this incredible series, titled Fandemonium, and delve into the
captivating storylines that await us.
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The Divine Reappear

At the end of the first volume, we witnessed the shocking revelation that the gods
of the Pantheon would only have two years to live. Volume Two picks up exactly
where the previous installment left off, with the divine beings reincarnating in the
bodies of young adults who possess their powers for a limited time. It's a cycle
that has repeated itself throughout history, and Fandemonium takes us deeper
into the intricate world of these gods, known as "the Pantheon," and explores the
consequences of their presence on Earth.
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Music and Pop Sensation

One of the most fascinating aspects of The Wicked + The Divine is how it
intertwines with the world of music. In Volume Two, we witness the rise of a new
Pantheon supergroup called "The Morrigan," composed of the goddesses
Morrigan, Woden, and Baphomet. With their catchy beats, mesmerizing
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performances, and glamorous personas, they become the latest pop sensation,
captivating the world with their divine melodies.

As readers, we are not only immersed in a captivating story but also treated to
original song lyrics and concert scenes, thanks to the collaboration between
Gillen and musician Stephanie Hans. This unique blend of music and comics
creates an immersive experience that ignites our senses and elevates the
emotional impact of the narrative.

Exploring the Human Condition

Beyond the glamour and divine powers, The Wicked + The Divine delves into the
complexity of human emotions and experiences. Volume Two takes this
exploration to new heights by delving into the psychological depths of various
characters. We witness the internal struggles, desires, and vulnerabilities of both
the gods and their mortal hosts. The series skillfully intersects mythology with
contemporary issues, tackling themes such as fame, identity, sexuality, and faith.

The Mastermind Behind It All

In Volume Two, we are introduced to a mysterious character known as Ananke,
the caretaker of the Pantheon. She holds the key to unlocking the secrets
surrounding the divine cycle and the gods' impending doom. As the story
progresses, we begin to question her motives and her true nature, adding an
extra layer of intrigue and suspense to the narrative.

Ananke's enigmatic presence and her intricate web of secrets keep readers on
the edge of their seats, eager to uncover the truth behind the divine phenomenon
and the true intentions of the Pantheon's caretaker.

A Visual Feast



The artwork by Jamie McKelvie in The Wicked + The Divine is nothing short of
stunning. Every panel is meticulously crafted, combining intricate details with bold
colors that bring the story to life. McKelvie's art complements Gillen's writing
perfectly, capturing the emotions and rhythm of each scene and enhancing the
visual impact of the narrative.

The Wicked + The Divine Volume Two: Fandemonium continues to captivate
readers with its unique blend of mythology, music, and gripping storytelling.
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Through its exploration of the human condition and the complexities of divinity,
the comic series takes us on an emotional rollercoaster that leaves us craving
more.

The collaborative efforts of Gillen, McKelvie, and Hans combine seamlessly to
create an immersive experience that entices our senses and deepens our
connection to the characters. With twists and turns at every corner, The Wicked +
The Divine Volume Two is guaranteed to keep readers engaged and eagerly
anticipating the next installment.
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Collection of issues #12-22 of THE WICKED + THE DIVINE, including the most
experimental and elating material in the critically acclaimed commercial superstar
of a series so far. Collects COMMERCIAL SUICIDE and RISING ACTION with
copious making-of material and extensive director's commentary.
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